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BEST PRACTICE 
GuIdANCE:  
INTERPRETATION 

INTROduCTION

This Best Practice Guidance is to ensure that effective, responsive and 
accessible communication is available for the patients/carers and the 
healthcare staff.
CMFT is committed to enhancing access to healthcare services for 
our linguistically diverse patient population through professional 
interpretation and cross-cultural communication.
Our aim is to:
• Facilitate fair and easy access for patients to CMFT healthcare  

services whose preferred language is not English.
• Help ensure that CMFT staff is able to respond effectively to the 

communication needs of these patients.
• Establish and implement procedures for obtaining service from a 

qualified interpreter through Interpretation and Translation Service 
(ITS).

The content of this guidance provides the process of how to use and 
book an interpreter, as well as protocols and procedures regarding 
sign, telephone interpreting and requesting written translations.
Manchester is a large culturally diverse city and one of the top 5 
dispersal areas for asylum seekers. CMFT provides a wide range of 
services to Manchester residents as well as to people in the  
neighbouring districts of Greater Manchester and a number of  
specialist services on a national basis.  CMFT is committed to  
ensuring that the multi-lingual needs of the diverse population are 
met by a culturally responsive health service.
Patients can access linguistically and culturally responsive healthcare 
service when:-
• A patient, whose preferred language is not English, may have 

learnt about healthcare services through the information sent by 
CMFT.  The patient can then request via the hospital staff for a 
qualified interpreter to attend and address the patient’s  
communication issues.

• Through its service delivery plan and budget planning process, 
CMFT ensures adequate resources are available to assist people 
whose preferred language is not English to have access to the 
interpretation service.

CMFT recognises the unfairness of social exclusion, economic 
deprivation and the importance of community cohesion, good  
community and race relations.  
At CMFT it is essential to develop a framework of  
standards geared towards meeting the communication support and 
multi-lingual needs of its diverse population.
• The Race Relations (Amendment) Act 2000 places a new,  

enforceable and positive duty on all public bodies to eliminate 
racial discrimination.

• The Race Equality Advisory Forum recommends that all public  
sector bodies prepare Race Equality Schemes in accordance with 
Race Relations (Amendment) Act, 2000 should set out their  
arrangements for the provision of, and access to an interpretation 
service.

• The Human Rights Act 1998 establishes rights and entitlements to 
the assistance of an interpreter if needed.

• Essence of Care – Privacy & Dignity 2008.
“Communicating with patients - listen to their individual needs and 
their views taken into account, respect them as a person – to  
demonstrate care and concern, also at the correct pace and level, i.e. 
speed, repetition and an explanation to ensure their understanding”
We welcome your feedback to help us improve services to patients.
Please contact the ITS Manager on Tel: 0161 276 3399, or the  
Patient Partnership Manager on Tel: 0161 276 5651.

Summary

Interpretation:  
A Quick Guide

Advantages of using 
an Interpreter

For patients whose first or preferred language is not English, the 
Trust provides an interpretation and Translation service. The staff that 
provide these services are known as Interpreters. Mainly they provide 
face-to-face communication but can also provide telephone  
interpretations. for example, to confirm an appointment with a  
patient at short notice. British Sign Language (BSL) interpreters 
can be arranged.  Translated written information can be arranged 
through external service providers. All these services are available  
by contacting the Trust Interpretation and Translation Service.

Booking a Qualified Interpreter : 

When?
Planning patient care is crucial - as soon you know you will require 
an interpreter to explore key issues, please ensure one is pre-booked 
via ITS.

Always contact the Trust Interpretation & Translation Service  
(09:00 – 16:30) by forwarding your completed booking request 
form* to fax no: 0161 276 6617 (66617 internal) or via the CWS/PAS 
system (anticipated duration and cost code must be provided).   
If you have any queries, please contact ITS tel. 0161 276 6202  
(internal 66202 or 11821). 
 *Form available on the intranet homepage, Forms or via ITS link.

To book an urgent request during out of office hours :
Contact Languages Unlimited on tel. 0161 773 0110 including cost 
code & duration followed by faxing your completed booking request 
form to fax no: 0161 773 6178.                                 Last updated: September 2010

• Confidential impartial and accountable interpretation
• Effectively communicate patient’s views and feelings
• Provide information to enable patients to make informed choices 

in conjunction with healthcare staff
• Offer, whenever possible, the same interpreter to support  

continuity of care, to follow the patient’s journey with the Trust

NOTE:
• During office hours (Mon – Fri, 9:00 – 16:30) the in-house  

interpreters will attend sessions offering the in-house languages 
available.  However due to high demand, and to cover all other 
languages, these will be arranged with external provider  
interpreters and charged to the Divisions. 

OUT OF OFFICE HOURS (16:30 – 09:00 and all day SAT/SUN & Bank 
holidays), one of our external providers, Languages Unlimited, can 
be contacted directly on tel. 0161 773 0110,  followed up by faxing 
your completed booking request form to fax no. 0161 773 6178, 
and a copy to the ITS fax no. 0161 276 6617 (internal 66617).

NOTE:  The cost for using an external provider ranges between 
£29.00 - £49.50 per hour (considerably more for  
British Sign Language).   
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Risks of Not using 
an Interpreter

• Patients have a right to understand their condition and the options  
available to them, and that includes the details of treatment and their 
condition if left untreated,

• A  non-professional  interpreter used  to ‘interpret ‘ is not accountable 
for the interpreting he/she provides. The risk transfers to the person 
requesting interpretation and the Trust. ALWAYS check to see if a 
qualified interpreter is available in the first instance,

• When a qualified interpreter is not used and it would have been correct  
and timely to do so (non emergency incidents) and communication 
failure issues are raised, this may be seen as a clinical incident

• Using other people to interpret may put the patient at risk. Children of 
16 years of age and under are to be safeguarded and not to be used 
to interpret, this also extends to other patients.

• Patients should have it explained to them that an interpretation service 
is available and the health professional may need to make a decision 
on using an interpreter even when the patient, family member or 
carer may not want this, 

• The preference order table if used properly can help reduce Risk,
• All Interpretation (and Translation) requests should be administered 

through the Trust’s Service. For external requests and out of hours 
requests, this is charged to the division requesting the service. 

 Important, remember a  non-professional  interpreter used  to  
‘interpret ‘ is not accountable for the interpreting they provide,  
this risk transfers to the person requesting and the Trust. 

 INCIDENTS and/or COMPLAINTS may be raised by hospital staff and 
patients/family members for inadequate provision of interpretation 
service, thereby affecting patient experience.            

Clinical Consent and 
All Key Issues listed on page 5

 Clinical histories
Treatment plans 

 Seeking verbal/written consent            
 ( procedures, investigations, treatment and research)

results of investigations/diagnosis 
Information about medication,

Discharge procedures and referrals
Psychological assessment 

Death of a patient 

Only when 
a qualified Interpreter

 is not available
 and the need to interpret 

is urgent
See page 4

Non Urgent Situations
Non Confidential Issues

Directions
Greetings

Children never to
be used
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Who to use for Interpreting

Qualified Interpreters
For key Issues

Health Professionals

Other NHS
Employees

Family and Friends

Other Patients
Not to be used

Children
Not to be used

Only for non
clinical & non
confidential
matters
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Best Practice Preference Order Table for Persons Undertaking Interpreting
Preference Order for using Qualified Interpreters

Can be used
instead of
interpreters

Can be used
instead of
interpreters

Can be used
Instead of
interpreters

Non clinical issues
•Menu
•Personal care
•Complaint
•Procedures

Not
appropriate
at anytime

Not
appropriate
at anytime

Only when a
professional
Interpreter
Health
professional
or other NHS
employees
are not
available, and
the interpreting
needs to go
ahead, and is
agreed with the
patient.

Only when a
professional
Interpreter
and Health
professional
is not
available, and
the
interpreting
needs to go
ahead, and is
agreed with
the patient.

Only when a
professional
Interpreter is
not available
and the
interpreting
needs to go
ahead, and is
agreed with
the patient.

All key phases of care
where communication is
essential to making
decisions, the planning
phases of treatment and
care.

•Admission

• Clinical histories
•Treatment plans

• Seeking verbal/written
consent (procedures,
investigations, treatment
and research)

•Results of
investigations/diagnosis
•Information about
medication

•Discharge procedures
and referrals

•Psychological
assessment
•Death of a patient

6.Children5. Other
Patients

4.Family
& Friends

3.Other NHS
Employees

2.Health
Professionals

1.Professional
Interpreters

Clinical Consent

LANGUAGE LIST  (BLUE = offered in-house).
This list is not an exhaustive indicator of common languages spoken by country.
Spoken language varies across families, groups, countries - always check with the patient and request appropriately.

NigeriaYorubaPakistan / AfghanistanPashtoChina/Malaysia/Hong KongHakka

VietnamVietnamesePakistan/IndiaPunjabiIndiaGujarati

Pakistan/IndiaUrduPortugalPortugueseGreeceGreek

UkraineUkrainianPolandPolishGermanyGerman

GhanaTwiNepalNepaliFranceFrench

TurkeyTurkishAfricaNdebeleIran/AfghanistanFarsi

EritreaTigriniMongoliaMongolianIran/AfghanistanDari

ThailandThaiChina/MalaysiaMandarinCzech RepublicCzech

Sri Lanka/IndiaTamilLithuaniaLithuanianChina/MalaysiaCantonese

KenyaSwahiliCongoLingalaBulgariaBulgarian

SpainSpanishLatviaLatvianUKBSL Sign

SomaliaSomaliIraq/TurkeyKurdishSomaliBrava

SlovakiaSlovakKoreaKoreanBosniaBosnian

Sri LankaSinhaleseJapanJapaneseBangladeshBengali

SerbiaSerb-CroatItalyItalianSaudi ArabiaArabic

RussiaRussianHungaryHungarianEthiopiaAmharic

RomaniaRomanianIndiaHindiAlbaniaAlbanian

Where SpokenLanguageWhere SpokenLanguageWhere SpokenLanguage
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Interpretation and  
Translation Service 
(ITS)
Tel: (0161) 276 6202 –  
internal extension 
66202* 
Fax: (0161) 276 6617 –  
internal extension 
66617 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EXTERNAL PROVISION 
 

When telephoning the service, you will hear an automated greeting 
message – (press 1 for Switchboard), and press 2 for the ITS.  The 
second half of the message provides details of who to contact out 
of office hours for urgent overnight/weekend booking requests (i.e. 
between 16.30 – 09.00 weekdays and all day Saturday and Sunday).

* For internal users you can bypass the recorded message by dialling 
ext 11821 (same as ext 66202) – if the line is engaged, please try 
again later or leave a message.

IN-HOuSE PROVISION
The Trust Interpretation Service employs several Interpreters based on 
site; and additional Bank Staff who work to meet the varying demands  
of the service (i.e. in-house). Interpreters provide face-to-face  
interpretation in fourteen of the most commonly used community 
languages, during working hours (9.00 am - 4.30 pm, Monday to 
Friday) and subject to availability. 

The languages available by the in-house interpreters are:
• Urdu  •  Arabic
• Cantonese •  Somali  
• Punjabi •  Mandarin 
• Bengali / Sylheti  •  Polish
• Farsi / Dari •  Kurdish 
• Hindi  •  Gujarati
• Vietnamese   •  Swahili  
 
If a Trust Interpreter is unavailable (e.g. due to high demand for the 
language/pre-booked appointments already scheduled) or for   
languages other than those currently offered by the in-house team, 
other professional (external) interpreters will be arranged.  Please 
forward your booking request to ITS in the first instance as usual, 
who will arrange for an external interpreter.  The cost for this service 
is more expensive than the in-house provision, and will be charged to 
your division. (With effect from 1st February 2010, more preferential 
rates were successfully negotiated).
 
NOTE:  Hospital staff will be required to sign off the external  
interpreters’ job cards following the completion of each booking.  
Please become familiar with the different ID badges.

PRE-BOOKEd and  
uRGENT REQuESTS

Other

Why it is best to use in-house/bank staff interpreters for  
in-house languages available Vs external providers.
The in-house (based on site) and Bank staff Interpreters are employed 
by the Trust to provide a service for pre-booked (preferred)  
appointments as well as last minute/urgent bookings (subject to 
availability) and emergency appointments  The external professional 
interpreters (located usually within a catchment area of up to 50 mile 
radius of our site) although more expensive, are the next most  
cost-effective. Other external interpreters can be even more costly, 
therefore please contact ITS first in the usual way.  

Advantages of using an Interpreter
• Confidential impartial and accountable interpretation
• Relaying patients views and feelings
• Providing information to enable patients to make the right choices 

in conjunction with healthcare staff
• Often the same interpreter, to support continuity of care, will  

follow the patient’s journey whilst in hospital
• ITS can also offer short term interpreting when a patient is  

discharged, thereby reaffirming the relevant patient after care

Whenever possible, all requests for interpreters should be pre-booked 
to ensure that the skills are available to meet the patient’s needs, and 
to offer continuity of care to the patient.  For example, the preferred 
interpreter has met with the patient before and become familiar with 
their complex medical history, thus potentially saving the healthcare 
professional’s time by not having to reiterate this history before every 
appointment with the same patient.

The service can also arrange interpreters for British Sign Language 
(BSL) During out of office hours please contact Communication  
Support Service (Manchester Deaf Centre) on 07766 208 253.

• Telephone Interpretation Service 
 The service is also available, whenever possible, to provide  

telephone interpreting services for short interactions with patients, 
for example, to confirm a short notice appointment with a patient.  
As at July 2010, ITS is considering and investigating all possibilities, 
to arrange coverage especially for non in-house languages, and 
out of office hours requests.  (This would particularly be of benefit 
to at least the Emergency Department).

• Written translation
 Advice on translating written information can be obtained from 

the ITS  Manager on extension 63399 (Tel.276-3399) or email:  
interpreter.bookings@cmft.nhs.uk.  The correct process, timelines, 
cost implications will be explained.  

 For example, more popular languages could cost c. £15.00 per  
100 English words; the more rare languages could be  
considerably higher.   
 
Note:  Not all non-English speaking patients can READ their  
own language.

The service can also arrange interpreters for British Sign Language 
(BSL) as indicated above.



                BOOKING PROCESS: How to request an interpreter.
Please fully complete the Interpretation Request Form which is  
available on the intranet in the ‘forms’ section and fax to the  
Interpretation and Translation Service – fax no. 276 6617  
(internal 66617) or through the Ward Order Communication system 
(CWS/PAS) - be sure to fully complete, including the most  
appropriate contact details (name, telephone and fax number, and/or 
email) in case of a query, or if you have requested confirmation to be 
sent back to you. Always ensure that the relevant cost code is  
provided, as the booking cannot be administered without it - this  
is your authority to ITS to process the request.
 
For telephone interpreting services for short interactions, fully  
complete the booking request form (available from the Intranet/ 
Internet) or if an emergency, tel. 0161 276 6202.
(As at August 2010 – an electronic booking system is currently  
being sourced to improve efficiency.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When the above matrix is followed, particularly Option 3, the costs 
involved can be efficiently monitored and re-charged appropriately to 
the Divisions/locations. 
 

 
Option Time Period  Procedures

  
 1 Mon -Fri For pre-booked appointments, please fax your fully completed  
   request to fax no. 0161 276 6617 (internal 66617), or request via  
   the CWS/PAS software followed by a telephone call to confirm your  
   cost code before any action can be taken to process the request. 
 
 2 Mon -Fri  The ITS office is manned and will be finalising the preparation and  
  16:30 - 17:00 confirmation of the next day’s activities, but will be able to answer  
   any quick queries.  However if you have an urgent request with a  
   duration that will surpass 17:00, a booking for overnight, or before  
   10.00 am the following working day, please refer to Option 3. 
 
 3 Mon -Fri  For out of office / out of hours, please contact Languages Unlimited  
  17:00 - 09:00 (sole external provider during these hours) on tel. 0161 773 0110,  
  Sat & Sun & and you MUST FOLLOW UP BY FAXING YOUR FULLY COMPLETED  
  Bank Hols BOOKING REQUEST FORM to LU fax no. 0161 773 6178, and fax  
  24 hours also to ITS as usual (fax: 0161 276 6617, internal 66617).
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COMPLETING THE  
INTERPRETATION BOOKING 
REQuEST FORM 
 
 

PAS – How to request an  
INTERPRETATION BOOKING

Information required when requesting an Interpreter.

The essential information that is required by the ITS department in 
order to efficiently fulfill a request for an interpreter, for a patient 
whose first language is not English.

You will need to give the following information in BLOCK CAPITALS 
on the form: 
• Patient’s name and hospital number 
• Language and dialect required (one country’s population can speak 

multiple dialects).  If the patient can speak more than one  
language, please specify their first and second preference clearly 

•  Date, time and location  of appointment (please consider our 
external provider interpreters who may not be as familiar with the 
hospital site), plus appropriately assessed duration  

• Your contact details (tel/fax/email) – whenever possible, please also 
include the name of the medical personnel to be seen

• Cost Code (i.e. 62 _ _ _ _ / and 731500 – the subjective code for 
ITS) - ESSENTIAL as if not provided, no action will be taken (unless 
an urgent/emergency request)

• Purpose of the request – i.e. consent, discharge, surgery,  
procedure, delivering bad news, sensitive issue, home visit, etc.  
(if home visit, full correct patient address is required)

Link via intranet to latest version of the booking request form:
http://intranet.cmht.nwest.nhs.uk/forms/ 
INTERPRETATION_REQUEST_FORM.pdf

Or you can complete the request via the PAS/CWS system, please see 
below instructions for PAS.  (Note:  the software was updated April 
2010 to ensure that mandatory information is provided to enable ITS 
to efficiently administer the request – this should be supported by 
the appropriate Cost Code).

ESR to confirm the following as at 05/08/10 
 
GENdER
Please also tell us if the patient requires a female / male interpreter 
(e.g. for cultural, religious or dignity reasons) and advise if a preferred 
interpreter (seen before) is required i.e. to offer continuity of  
care/familiar with patient’s case notes/history. 

 
 



PAS –  
How to request an  
INTERPRETATION 
BOOKING

It is your responsibility to book an Interpreter for long enough for all 
necessary communication with your patient, especially for discussions 
involving clinical issues. This includes during admission, consenting to 
treatment and in the discharge process. Ensure you have allowed  
sufficient time for your patient to ask any questions they might have. 

Interpreting can be very demanding and requires considerable  
concentration. To get the best from your interpreting session,  
be flexible and enable your interpreter to take a short break at  
least after 2-3 hours of continuous interpreting.  
 
Generally, the majority of interpreting sessions are completed within 
1 or 2 hours; If the anticipated duration of a patient appointment 
EXCEEDS 2 HOURS, please justify the reasons why.  

duRATION Extension – 
if you require an interpreter to remain longer than the anticipated 
duration requested, please anticipate whenever possible so that the 
appropriate arrangements can be made, e.g.  
re-designation of their next session (thereby offering continuity of 
care), assign another interpreter to take over if unable to remain in 
the location.  Hospital staff are required to sign the extension request 
on the external provider job cards as well as signing off on their  
departure (Note: when invoices are received, the difference in cost 
can then be accounted for as per staff’s authorisation, against the 
copy job cards enclosed with the external provider invoices).

“Smart Scheduling”
It is encouraged that appointments are split to enable the interpret-
er’s skills to be used elsewhere during waiting periods, for example, 
when the patient is receiving an operation i.e. between pre-op and 
post-recovery, therefore two separate bookings should be requested.  
Another example is at the Ante-Natal Clinic, where the Interpreter 
will attend during the earlier stages leading up to childbirth, then 
you may be encouraged to bleep the Interpreter during office hours 
to return later in the day (9:00 – 17:00), or contact the out of hours 
service, see C 1 – Option 3.

This will help ITS to monitor our service and better meet your needs.  
For longer interpreting sessions, ensure that the interpreter has the 
opportunity for breaks, including meal breaks. If you need a British 
Sign Language interpreter for more than two hours, you may need to 
book two interpreters – ask ITS for advice.

NOTE: F9 = Help Menu
> = return key

Function:  OOE, or OE for inpatients
Enter hospital number >
Select Episode – OP Reg pref. >
Screen Type:  LW  (i.e. Linkworker, although now knows as  
Interpreters) >
Priority – Urgent or Routine >
Date Required .
Service Required: Press F9 >
Enter the number representing the required language >
>
> until …
Duration required – enter number of hours (e.g. 0.5 for 30 mins)
Enter Reason >
Pass email address (not required) >
Purpose (F9) >
Enter Gender (Female/male/Either) >
Confirmation required:  (F9 - enter None or via Fax or Tel) >
Visit location: (F9 – at hospital or home) >
>
> until …
Previously seen (F9 – Yes/No) >
MRSA Status (F9) >
Department:  Enter details >
Contact No:  Enter number >
Contact Name:  Enter name >
Fax No:  Enter >
Reason for Request:  Enter re-confirming date and time required, 
with any other additional relevant information >
Originator:  Enter your name >
Will display Cons >
Enter Y >

GENdER
Please also tell us if the patient requires a female / male interpreter 
(e.g. for cultural, religious or dignity reasons) and advise if a preferred 
interpreter (seen before) is required i.e. to offer continuity of  
care/familiar with patient’s case notes/history.  
 
Anticipated duRATION on the booking request 
It is extremely important to correctly assess the anticipated duration 
whenever possible.  All interpreters have diary schedules with many 
appointments to attend throughout the delay.  Wherever possible, 
clinic delays should not impact on the interpreters, i.e. causing them 
to be late for their next appointment, thereby preventing additional 
anxiety to the patients.  However, the duration should not  
incorporate an allowance for possible clinic delays as this is wastage 
of their time and skills, plus avoidable financial implications to the 
Division.
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Additional Tips for Working 
with a  
British Sign  
Language Interpreter 

• Seating should be arranged so that the deaf patient can see both 
the interpreter and the professional easily. Check with your patient 
and the interpreter before you begin. 

• Lighting is important - try not to sit with lights or windows behind 
you or the interpreter or you may only appear as a silhouette. 
Check with your patient and the interpreter before you begin. 

• Speak directly to the patient (even though he or she will need to 
look at the interpreter). 

• Be patient - a BSL-English interpreter is working between two  
different languages. Some concepts are quick to interpret, others 
are not. 

• If consultations have previously been carried out without an  
interpreter it is worth checking your information and the patient 
understands.

For out of hours requests (4pm-9am Monday to Friday and weekends), 
see Question 2. 

Please refer to Page 3 for additional tips working with BSL interpreters.

NOTE:  If you need to CANCEL a BSL booking – you MUST PROVIDE 
14 DAYS NOTICE, or you will still be charged (as per conditions  
imposed). 
 
Pre-booked Appointments
Advantages
• Availability of the interpreter 
• No wasting of time (clinician or patient) waiting for the  

availability of an interpreter
• Patient experience – continuity of care
• Cost saving
• Pre-booked appointments can be completed more efficiently, and 
prevent the potential need to re-schedule an appointment due to 
lack of patient understanding. 
 
When a qualified/trained interpreter should be used for CONSENT.
The Trust aims to ensure that all patients are given a clear explanation,  
including information about any risks and other choices available,  
before decisions are made on their treatment. It is extremely important  
to use qualified interpreters for clinical issues, including consenting to 
treatment.  Depending on the patient’s level of understanding a  
qualified interpreter will explain the procedure to the best of their 
ability and will ensure that the patient has understood by going 
through the explanation again before the patient signs the consent. 

Interpretation by family and/or friends is therefore not recommended 
and should only be used communicate/discuss clinical information 
but only in an emergency and wherever possible with the patient’s 
consent.
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ITS - TRAINING PROVISION 
FOR HOSPITAL STAFF

Clinic delays
Clinic delays cannot always be anticipated, therefore when an inter-
preter is asked to stay beyond the duration time completed on the 
request form, the interpreter must first be consulted to ascertain if 
they are available to stay, how long they can stay and if this meets 
the patient’s and clinician’s needs.  If so, the name of the hospital 
staff authorising the extension must be given to the interpreter and 
their timesheet signed off accordingly.  If they are unable to stay, 
then another interpreter should be requested.

Should an emergency impact on the clinic, please consider the knock 
on effect to the scheduled patient appointments where an inter-
preter is involved.  The ITS should be informed immediately, to allow 
appropriate time/consideration to reorganise interpretation bookings 
accordingly. 

Referrals from the Emergency department 
When a patient is transferred from the ED, for example to a Ward, 
the interpreter’s initial booking/duration will end and the correct cost 
apportioned to the ED.  However, upon arrival at another location 
within the hospital, should the interpreter be expected to remain to 
communicate with the patient/clinicians, hospital staff at the new 
location will be expected to confirm/sign the Interpreter’s Job Card in 
and out accordingly, backing this up with the appropriate  
booking form as a separate request – this is crucial to enable correct 
cost allocation and auditing purposes. 
 
Training from ITS is available upon request, as are group discussions 
to increase awareness with hospital staff utilising the service
 
How to assess which language is required
You can use the Language Identification Card as per Section G to 
help ask your patient which language/dialect they speak. Remem-
ber to record this on PAS and in Patient Notes for future reference/
assist colleagues. The patient may be able to speak more than one 
language, please always ensure that their first/second preferences are 
indicated clearly.

British Sign Language (BSL) interpreters can be booked through the 
ITS in the same way as for other languages. Please complete the 
Interpretation Request Form which is available on the intranet in the 
‘forms’ section and fax to the ITS office on extension 66617. 
This service is usually provided by Manchester Centre for the Deaf or 
the RNID (Royal National Institute for the Deaf). Please give as much 
notice as possible when booking, as there is a national shortage of 
qualified interpreters for British Sign Language. 



How can I check if an interpreter has already been booked? 
First, check on the CWS/PAS system, liaise with colleagues, some 
locations even have their own manual recording system to check.   
Or ring ITS if for an urgent request.

Duplicated requests cause many issues:  two interpreters booked,  
unnecessary double costs incurred, reduces availability for the  
required language elsewhere, etc – it is therefore important to be 
sure that an interpreter has not already been requested.

When an Interpreter should be used – why not family members / 
friends/ bilingual staff / patient’s own Interpreter?
The Trust aims to ensure that all patients are given a clear  
explanation, including information about any risks and other choices 
available, before decisions are made on their treatment. It is natural 
that family members will want to contribute to this communication 
process and important that they do so. However, family and friends 
must not be used as a substitute for trained Interpreters. In using 
bilingual family/friends as interpreters, we must remember that they 
may not understand some medical terminology; may screen certain 
information; may receive access to personal information about the 
patient; and may be placed under additional stress by acting as an 
interpreter. Moreover, we should not assume that all bilingual people 
can interpret effectively, as interpreting is a skill which needs  
appropriate training. This is not to say that friends and family  
cannot interpret in informal, non-clinical and non-confidential  
situations, e.g. understanding the menu, asking questions on the 
ward etc; but friends and family should not be used to communicate/
discuss clinical information. 

To make sure we give our patients the best service, it is extremely 
important to use qualified interpreters for clinical issues, including 
consenting to treatment and in the discharge process. Interpretation 
by family and/or friends is therefore not recommended and should 
only be used in an emergency and wherever possible with the pa-
tient’s consent.

Why NOT family members? 
•  They are not trained interpreters 
•  They are not accountable to anyone 
•  There may be a breach of confidentiality 
•   There may be a conflict of interest 
•   Vital information can be withheld or omitted 
• Misinformation can lead to misdiagnosis  
 
Patients should have it explained to them that interpretation and 
translation service is available and the healthcare professional may 
need to make a decision on using an interpreter even when the  
patient, family member or carer may not want this.  This sometimes 
can be difficult to relay, but hospital staff must be politely insistent to 
ensure that effective communication is received by the patient.
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It is natural that family members will want to contribute to this  
communication process and important that they do so. However, 
family and friends must not be used as a substitute for trained  
Interpreters. In using bilingual family/friends as interpreters, we must 
remember that they may not understand some medical terminology; 
may screen certain information; may receive access to personal  
information about the patient; and may be placed under additional 
stress by acting as an interpreter. 

urgent Requests / Out of Office Hours
If your request is urgent and during office hours, please complete 
and fax the booking request form to the ITS.  Ideally, urgent requests 
should mainly be received for emergencies only Emergency  
Department (ED), Central Delivery Unit (CU), Medical Assessment 
Unit (MAU) or surgical wards. Booking requests should not be classed 
as urgent if a booking has been forgotten to be organised – in this 
instance, we can only guarantee that we will do our very best to 
meet the requirements of the patient.  (Not arranging a pre-booked  
appointment could compromise patient experience).

If we cannot satisfy an urgent request in-house, it may take up to or 
more than an hour to arrange for an external provider interpreter to 
arrive on site.  It is prudent to check with the clinician and patient 
concerned to find out if this is acceptable, as once the booking  
process has begun, a charge will always be levied. 
 
For out of office hours urgent bookings, please refer to C 1 - Option 3. 
 
How to CANCEL an interpretation booking
Please fax your original Interpretation Request Form to ITS on fax. No. 
0161 276 6617 (internal 66617) writing CANCELLED across the form 
with the date on which you are notifying ITS.  If cancelled on the same 
day as the appointment, please enter the time at which it was sent, or 
ring ITS.  If this is within two hours of the appointment, you may still 
be charged, so please make every effort to provide ITS with as much 
notice as possible.

If the request has been made via CWS/PAS, please send the request in 
the usual way, but enter CANCELLED appointment in the free text box, 
or ring ITS to cancel.

If you are cancelling at very short notice, please call extension 66202 
(internal users 11821) as soon as possible – ideally with at least two 
hours’ notice.  If cancelled within two hours of the appointment, you 
will still be charged.

When an urgent request has been made and the process to arrange 
the interpreter has begun, but then the request is cancelled, a charge 
will still be levied, particularly if an external provider interpreter is  
already on their way to the Trust site.

If you need to cancel a BSL interpreter, you MUST PROVIDE 14 DAYS 
NOTICE, or you will still be charged (as per conditions imposed).



What should I do if a patient brings their own interpreter? 
It is your responsibility to book a professional Interpreter if you need 
to communicate effectively with your patient. 
Inform them of the Best Practice Guidance and the Trust’s own  
Interpretation and Translation Service, and contact the in-house  
service to arrange for an Interpreter.
Allowing a person to interpret may put the patient at risk as we  
cannot be sure of the quality of interpreting and there is no  
guarantee of confidentiality. 
             
What to do should a patient refuse to have an Interpreter
It is your responsibility to inform the patient about the Best Practice 
Guidance and that you have booked a professional Interpreter so 
that you can communicate effectively with the patient. 

Risks of NOT using a professional Interpreter
• Patients have a right to understand their condition and the options 

available to them, and that includes the details of treatment and 
their condition if left untreated

• A non-professional interpreter used to ‘interpret‘ is not  
accountable for the interpreting he/she provides. The risk transfers 
to the person requesting interpretation and the Trust. ALWAYS 
check to see if a qualified interpreter is available in the first  
instance

• When a qualified interpreter is not used and it would have been 
correct and timely to do so (non emergency incidents) and  
communication failure issues are raised, this may be seen as a  
clinical incident

• Using other people to interpret may put the patient at risk.  
Children of 16 years of age and under are to be safeguarded and 
not to be used to interpret, this also extends to other patients

     
How to best record that a patient uses an Interpreter.
It is your responsibility to record the need in the patient’s notes,  
together with the preferred language required, for the benefit of 
your colleagues.  This information must also be communicated to 
other colleagues if the patient moves to another ward or service  
and for booking follow-up appointments, so they can book an  
Interpreter at the same time (also encourages continuity of care and 
the same Interpreter may become more familiar with the patient’s 
history). 
 
If the patient is an out-patient, this should also be recorded on PAS 
using the “interpreter required” and “language” fields on the  
booking appointments screen (NB entering data in this field does not 
constitute booking an Interpreter, you will need to forward a booking 
request in the usual way by fax or CWS – See Section C, No. 1.) 
Recording patient details in this way will reduce the number of  
expensive last-minute interpretation requests, shorten waiting  
times and ensure the request can be met.
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Why NOT bilingual staff? 
Bilingual staff has an important role to play in informal (i.e. non-
clinical and non-confidential) interactions with patients and families 
but they must not be used as a substitute for qualified Interpreters. 
To make sure we give our patients the best service, it is extremely 
important to use qualified interpreters to communicate clinical issues, 
including consenting to treatment and in the discharge process. 
We should not assume that all bilingual people can interpret  
effectively, as interpreting is a skill which needs appropriate  
training. Although bilingual staff may share a common language 
with a patient, it may not be the first language of either. Similarly, 
limited communication is sometimes possible between speakers of 
different languages which share some common elements. However, 
neither of these are reliable ways to communicate important or 
detailed information. It is vital to use qualified Interpreters to match 
the first or preferred language of the patient to communicate clinical 
issues. Remember that bilingual staff will have clinical commitments. 

However, to make sure we give our patients the best service;  
bilingual staff should not be used as interpreters in clinical situations 
because; 
• They are not trained interpreters 
• Their language skills may not match the needs of the patient 
• They are not accountable for the interpretation they provide 
• They already have other responsibilities 

NB. Bilingual Clinicians/Doctors can speak directly with their patient if 
they share the same first language.  However, if you have any doubt 
or query, please ring ITS to involve a professional interpreter. 

Children (i.e. anyone under the age of 16 years) 
must be enabled to communicate appropriately both as patients and 
as family members or carers, but children must not be used as 
interpreters. The only exception to this rule is in real emergency 
circumstances, where it is impossible to make other arrangements 
(i.e. rare languages out of hours can sometimes be difficult to provide).

In addition to the reasons set out above, relating to family / friends, 
we must be aware that acting as an interpreter in a sensitive clinical  
situation can place extreme and unnecessary stress on a child. To 
protect the dignity of both patient and child, a qualified interpreter 
must be used. This is particularly important when the treatment or 
situation discussed is of a sensitive or intimate nature, but also  
applies in non-clinical situations. When an Interpreter is used to  
interpret this type of information, we should consider whether it is 
appropriate for a child to be present.



15.2 Multi-Lingual Appointment Card 
This resource is available from www.harpweb.org.uk and is support-
ed by the Department of Health. It should be sent together with the 
usual English-language appointment letters you use. Use the large 
print option to make your information as accessible as possible. 

Multi-Lingual Phrasebooks 
Although they are no substitute for face to face interpreting, there 
are two useful phrasebooks which can be used as a first line of en-
quiry or while waiting for an interpreter. – 
 • Emergency Multi-lingual Phrasebook 
  Produced by the Red Cross and the Department of 
  Health, download pages or order a hard copy from their website: 
  http://www.dh.gov.uk/en/Publicationsandstatistics/Publications/ 
  PublicationsPolicyAndGuidance/DH_4073230
  http://www.redcross.org.uk/shop/product.asp?id=59825 
 
 • Ambulance Service Multi-lingual Phrasebook 
  Produced by the Ambulance Service Association and the  
  Department of Health, view sample pages at: 
 
  http://www.asa.uk.net/document_archive/Multi-Lingual_ 
  Emergency_Phrase_Book_sample.pdf (Under construction)
 
  Order copies using the following form: 
  http://www.asa.uk.net/document_archive/Multi_lingual_ 
  phrasebook_order_form.pdf (Under construction)

 • Illustrated Multi-lingual Phrasebook 
  Produced by University Hospitals of Leicester NHS Trust this  
  resource includes useful non-emergency phrases and questions  
  that patients can ask. Many phrases are represented pictorially,  
  making it a useful tool in communication with patients who may  
  have difficulties with speech. 
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Our aim is to  
provide “continuity 
of care” wherever 
possible – when the  
Interpreter’s name is 
entered we can try to 
ensure the patient is 
serviced by the same 
Interpreter (contributing 
to patient experience). 

Will the division be charged if the patient does not attend but 
the Interpreter turns up?
Your department will always have to pay the interpreter costs, when 
one has been booked and attends, even if the patient does not  
attend (unless you notify ITS of a cancellation at least two hours  
before the bookings – See Cancellations Section C, 7).

If the patient does not arrive, at least use the Interpreter to telephone 
the patient to ascertain why they did not turn up / confirm their 
next appointment i.e. use the interpreter’s time to maximum benefit 
wherever possible.

How to report a problem regarding interpretation.
Immediate problems or concerns should be raised with the Interpreter 
you are working with, or by contacting the ITS on extension 66202 
(Tel. 276 6202) or internal ext 11821.  For serious issues or  
complains contact the ITS Manager on extension 63399  
(Tel.276-3399) or email- interpreter.bookings @cmft.nhs.uk 
 
Incident Reporting
Communication failures put patients at risk; they must be considered 
as a clinical incident and should be reported as such. Communication 
failures can include: 
• When an appointment or procedure has to be cancelled due to 

lack of an interpreter 
• Where a friend or family member or other unqualified person is 

used inappropriately to interpret 
• Where external interpreters are used which have not been booked 

through the Trust Interpretation and Translation Service or the 
Trust’s preferred service providers

•  When a patient requires an interpreter but one is not used; 
• Each of these should be reported using clinical incident forms.  
 This will enable the Risk Management Team to monitor patterns  
 around the Trust and improve practice  
 
In case of any questions/queries, who to contact.
If your question is not answered here, please contact the  
ITS Manager, on extension 63399 (Tel: 276 3399) we can offer advice 
on how best to work with interpreters and help with your queries. 

Other resources and information available.

Language Identification Card 
This resource is produced by the Refugee Council to help you  
identify what language interpreter you need to communicate with 
your patient. There is a copy included with these guidelines  
See Section G) and it can also be downloaded from:
http://languages.refugeecouncil.org.uk/top_navigation/ 
Language_ID_chart.htm
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Guide to Interpreter /  
Interpreter Id  
Badges 

When an interpreter arrives, their ID badge should always be checked 
to ensure they are indeed a professional interpreter. They are  
provided to Trust Interpreters and external professional interpreters  
to ensure that patients get the best possible service - please be aware 
of the difference in ID badges and become familiar; for external  
interpreters you will be required to sign off their timesheets/job 
cards.  If you have any queries, contact the Trust ITS on ext. 66202  
or 11821 (Tel: 276 6202 or 701 1821).



Best Practice Guidance 
Interpretation Service 


